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Our experience on the successful completion of the 

Multi-year Project (2014-2016) 

By: Fathimath Abdul Rahman(Superintendent), Ahmed Waheed(Chief Customs Officer) and 

 Khadeeja Faiz (Customs Officer Grade III) 

 

Introduction  
As the title implies, this article is about the successful completion of the sub-regional capacity 

building project titled as “WCO-ADB Joint Multi-year Assistance for SASEC countries on 

Customs Valuation control” which was conducted by the SASECcountries (Bangladesh, Bhutan, 

India, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Maldives), the World Customs Organization (WCO) and the Asian 

Development Bank (ADB). This article is also intended to share the knowledge and experience 

gained from the project. 
 

Weare the Project Core Members (PCMs) from 

Maldives, starting from left  

1. Fathimath Abdul Rahman (Superintendent), 

2. Khadeeja Faiz (Customs Officer Grade III) , 

3. Ahmed Waheed (Chief Customs Officer). 
 

We believe that it was a golden opportunity given to 

us that enabled us to gain and enhance technical 

knowledge from WCO Accredited Experts and fellow 

participants. We thank our administration for giving 

us the opportunity and also we thank the WCO and 

the ADB for their support.  

 

About the Project and the participants 
The Project aimed to support proper Customs Valuation 

control through Post Clearance Audit (PCA) for the SASEC 

countries including Maldives. To this end, the project aimed 

to train 3 PCMs to becomenational trainers in area of 

Customs Valuation and PCA, who will be working as key 

persons in building technical staff after the Project. In total 

four workshops (2 Sub-regional and 2 National) were conducted under this Multi-year Project.  

First and Second Sub-regionalWorkshops 
The first Sub-regionalWorkshop was held from 3

rd
 to 7

th
 February 2014, at Cinnamon Grand 

Hotel, Colombo-Sri Lanka and the Second Sub-regional Workshop was held in Traders Hotel, 
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Male’ -Maldives, from 21
st
 to 24

th
 October 2014. These workshops were organised and 

coordinated well, and most importantly the participants were provided the agenda in advance 

which helped everyone to be prepared and to use the time effectively. Utmost importance was 

given to make the participants understand the intended purpose of the workshop, which was 

communicated precisely. Thesessions were designed in a very effective way with lot of 

presentations and class room activities.  

The presentations were delivered by the WCO Accredited Experts. These presentations were 

very comprehensive and focused on technical aspects of 

Customs Valuation and PCA. Also,an expert fromthe 

WCO Secretariat delivered a comprehensive 

presentation on Training methodologies, which enabled 

us to enhance our training skills. Other than that, the 

class activities were found very effective,not only 

because of the techniques applied by the experts, but 

also the participants were given opportunities and 

encouraged to open up and discuss the existing issues 

within their administrationsin relation with Customs 

Valuation control and PCA. The issues raised by the participants were discussed and answered by 

the experts,who helped to clear very practical issues that often come across in the work 

environment. 

National Action Plan 
Preparation of a National Action Plan was one of the key activities conducted in the first and second Sub-

regional Workshops. In respect to that, the following areas were listed down in the National Action Plan, 

known as “Projects.” 

 

The key project that we outlined in the Action Plan was designing and developing a tailor-made 

“Training kit” to be used for staff training in area of Customs Valuation and PCA. The WCO and 

the ADB promised that they would provide technical and financial assistance through the project. In 

respect to that the priority was given to “Training 

kit”, which was selected and approved by the 

Maldives Customs Service, as the final Project to 

develop.   

# Title  Selection  

Project 1  Preparation of formulating an Audit Manual  

Project 2 Risk management  

Project 3 Creating traders profile  

Project 3 PCA Plan  

Project 4 Developing a training module (For Valuation & PCA) Selected and approved by Customs Board  

Project 5 PCA Awareness program  
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The Commissioner General Advisory Board approved team constituting the PCMs and Project 

Support Members (PSMs) and the Roadmap for implementation. The Team was released from 

the regular official work solely for this task, where drafting various modules of the Kit were 

given to the sub-groups formed within the team. 
 

In this regard, the first internal meeting was held on 15
th

February 2015, where the members were 

briefed by the assistant Commissioner of Customs, Mr. Ismail Nashid and Senior Superintendent 

Head of International Relations,Mr. Ahmed Niyaz. After series of working sessions, the first 

draft of the kit with six modules was completed at the end of April 2015.  

 

First National workshop  
The First National Workshop was held on 18

th
 to 22nd May 2015 at the Maldives Customs 

Service. Twelve officers participated in this workshop which includes two officers from regional 

Customs. The main activity in the agenda was to revise and check the first draft of the kit withthe 

WCO Accredited Experts, Mr. Takayuki Miyoshi, WCO ROCB A/P, Mr.MMM Rishafyand Mr. 

Muthucumarasamy Ravindrakumar from Sri Lanka. In result, the Kit was revised to Six Modules 

and it was segmented on specific targets including officers, brokers and stake holders.    

Second National workshop 

The Second National Workshop was held in Salt Café from 24
th

 to 28
th

 January 2016. Other than 

the WCO experts, twenty officers from different sections participated in the workshop. Unlike 

the previous workshops, this time the workshop was mainly led by the PCMs. The newly 

developed tailor made training materials were used for the first time; after a very interactive 

session, the program was ended on 28
th

 January 2016.  

Modules  Title 

Module 1 Legal provisions on document processing and PCA 

Module 2 General understanding on declaration process and PCA 

Module 3 Article VII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994-Valuation for Customs purpose 

Module 4 Understanding Valuation techniques 

Module 5 GATT Valuation working with Declaration processing 

Module 6 Valuation ideally through Post clearance audit (PCA) 
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To mark the end of the Multi-year project and also to mark the 64
th

 WCO anniversary, a Special 

Function was held at Customs. The Ceremony 

was attended by Mr. Ian Cremer, Senior 

Technical Officer of the WCO, Mr. Takayuki 

Miyoshi,Program Manager for South Asia of 

the ROCB A/P and Ms. Rose Mackenzie,Senior 

Regional Cooperation Specialist of the 

ADB.Training Kit was officially launchedat this 

ceremony. 

The challenges faced 
The biggest challenge that we faced during this project was releasing of staff, as most of the 

officers are key players who are working in the responsible post. Also we had limited PCA 

experiences which weren’t sufficient to use as reference, which lead to resort to WCO materials 

only in developing of PCA module. 

The benefits associated 
Since the implementation of the WTO Valuation Agreement 

with the enactment of Customs Act in 2011, has been of an 

urgent requirement for the Maldives Customs Service to 

develop trainers to strengthen the capacity of officers working 

in the areas of Customs Valuation and PCA. This SASEC 

regional initiative provided Maldives with two major 

achievements. 

1. Three well trained officers who now have good technical knowledge as well as the 

training skills to conduct trainings on Customs Valuation and PCA in the Maldives 

Customs Service; 

2. A comprehensive and up-to-date National Training Kit was introduced with related 

provisions from Customs Act, General Regulations and procedures in effective 

implementation of Customs Valuation through PCA; 

Our future plan 
Future looks brighter, where the PCM and Training Kit would be fully utilized to conduct 

Customs Valuationtraining programs for Customs staff, Customs brokers and to conduct 

awareness sessions for traders, government agencies, and other stakeholder agencies. The 

Training Kit would also be used to compliment regional training programs as well. The same 

would also be shared with other PCMs of the SASEC countries through the WCO CLiKC! 

Platform. 

We appreciate the WCO and the ADB for their continuous support and assistance provided 

throughout the project to make this success a delightful one. Last but not the least, special thanks 

goes to the efforts and dedication shown by the PCMs and the PSMs as well. 
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Recalling the memories from the entire project  


